Quick Tips to prevent potential issues when using the Eliminator Gun.

1. Before the first use place 3 Drops of Oil in the air input fitting. There is a bottle
of oil for this purpose in each Eliminator Gun Case. The tool does not come from
the factory pre-oiled. Failure to pre-oil the tool will void the warranty.
2. Make sure the air compressor setting, when using the Eliminator tool, is
between 60-80 PSI.
3. Make sure the Mantis Clip is facing in the proper direction. The single tab
should be facing away from Nail Screw™ so as to receive the Nail Screw™
properly.
4. Verify the clip is fully inserted into groove of decking before pulling the trigger.
5. Make sure tool is positioned flat on joist when firing the Nail Screw™. There is
very little tolerance when firing of the Nail Screw™ through the hole in the clip.
If the gun is elevated at all the positive placement of the Nail Screw™ through
the hole will be misaligned and result in a) The Nail Screw™ firing into the steel
clip possibly causing jamb, b) The Nail Screw™ firing not penetrating the steel
and jamming the gun. c) the Nail Screw™ bouncing off the steel clip altogether
but possibly resulting in a jamb of the gun.
6. When down to 5 Nail Screws™ in a clip there is an automatic safety feature that
stops the feeding mechanism, so the tool will not fire. Upon the realization that
you are now low on Nail Screws™ insert a new sleeve of Nail Screws™. Do not
retract slide and attempt to fire a Nail Screw™ through the clip placed in board
from previous operation. Remove clip from groove in board reinsert into slide
properly and reset clip into deck board checking for proper alignment of clip and
Nail Screw™.
7.

Do not use excessive force to push the clip and slide against board like a
hammer. This may result in a bent slide which will affect the positioning of the
Nail Screw™ and may result in jambs and misfire due to non-positive placement
of Nail Screw™ through clip. See Tip 5.

8. Please take two minutes to review the owner’s manual prior to operation of the
tool. There is a troubleshooting guide if the above steps are unclear or you have
issues operating the tool properly. If you are familiar with a standard pneumatic
nail gun you should be comfortable using this tool.
9. Contact our customer service center (8am – 5pm EST) at 866-767-1850 or email
us at sales@suredrive.com if you have any questions or need further assistance.

